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Introduction. G. E. Sacks has remarked that recursion theory is the heart of 

logic, and recursively enumerable sets form the soul of recursion theory. 
Although some might challenge these claims, it is clear that recursively 
enumerable sets have played an important role in logic beginning with the 
first undecidability results of Gödel [Göl], Church [Ch] and Rosser [Rs]. 
Furthermore, the notion of a recursively enumerable set rather than that of a 
recursive (i.e, computable) function has proved to be the fundamental 
concept in attempts to generalize classical recursion theory to more general 
settings, such as admissible ordinals [Sh4], [Le6], or higher types [Sa9]. 

A subset A of <o (the set of nonnegative integers) is recursive (also called 
decidable or computable) if there is an algorithm for determining whether a 
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number is in A, and A is recursively enumerable (r.e.) if there is an algorithm 
for enumerating the members of A. 

Recursively enumerable sets are important because they are the next most 
effective type of set beyond recursive sets and they occur naturally in many 
branches of mathematics. This widespread occurrence of r.e. sets together 
with the existence of nonrecursive r.e. sets has enabled them to play a key 
role in famous results such as Gödel's incompleteness theorem, Hubert's tenth 
problem on Diophantine equations, and the unsolvability of the word prob
lem for finitely presented groups. 

A set A Q co is Diophantine if there is a polynomial p(x,yl,y2,... 9ym) 
with integral coefficients (positive or negative) such that 

x E A «*(3y,)(3y2) • • • (3ym)[p(x,yl9... ,ym) - 0] . 

Clearly, every Diophantine set is r.e. The remarkable result of Matiyaseviö 
[Mtl], [Mt2] that every r.e. set is Diophantine demonstrates the abundance of 
r.e. sets arising naturally in number theory, and simultaneously yields a 
negative answer to Hubert's tenth problem, namely there is no algorithm to 
determine for a given polynomial Diophantine equation with integral 
coefficients whether it has a solution in the integers. 

For sets A, B Q <o, A is recursive in (also called Turing reducible to) a set 5, 
written A < T B, if there is an algorithm for deciding whether x E A provi
ded we are given answers to all questions of the form "Is>> E BT\ Sets A and 
B have the same degree (A = r B)if A < r B and B < T A. The equivalence 
class of A under the equivalence relation = r is the degree of A, written dg(.4), 
and &g(A) < dg(2?) iff A <T B.A degree is r.e. if it contains an r.e. set. 

Let S be a set and D a collection of words on the elements of S and their 
inverses. The group G presented by <5; D > is the quotient group of the free 
group on S by the normal closure of the words in D, and G is finitely 
presented if both S and D are finite. The word problem for G is the problem of 
deciding given an arbitrary word w of G whether w * 1 in G. Clearly the set 
AG of such words w is r.e. (under some effective coding of words by integers) 
but Boone [Bol], [Bo2] and Novikov [No] proved that AG is not always 
recursive, and hence the word problem for finitely presented groups is 
unsolvable. Indeed Boone [Bo3] showed that for any r.e. set B there is a 
finitely presented group whose word problem has the same degree as B. Thus, 
all r.e. degrees (if not all r.e. sets) arise as word problems in group theory. 

Instead of considering these applications of r.e. sets for which there are 
already excellent expositions [Da3] and [Mr], we concentrate here on the pure 
theory of r.e. sets as initiated by Post in his epochal 1944 address before this 
Society [Po]. Post stripped away the formalism associated with the develop
ment of recursive functions in the 1930's and revealed in a clear informal 
style the essential properties of r.e. sets and their application to Gödel's 
incompleteness theorem. Post went on to attempt to classify the r.e. sets and 
their degrees. He raised the question which became known as Post's problem: 
does there exist more than one nonrecursive r.e. degree? The existence of 
infinitely many such degrees was proved much later and implies for example 
that there are infinitely many genuinely different unsolvable word problems 
for finitely presented groups rather than just one. 
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The purpose of this paper is to give a survey of the main ideas and results 
on r.e. sets from Post's time up to the present state of the subject and latest 
research. Sketches of proofs will be given to illustrate important methods, but 
technical details will be kept to a minimum. The paper is intended for one 
who is not an expert in logic or recursive function theory. 

Most of the material will be written in expanded form with complete proofs 
in a forthcoming manuscript [So5]. Excellent introductions to the subject are 
Rogers [Rg2] and Shoenfield [Sf5]. 

We begin in Chapter I with a study of Post's program and the results it 
stimulated which concern the relationship between the structure of an r.e. set 
and its degree. In Chapter II we examine the lattice of r.e. sets, its structure, 
its automorphisms, and the question of decidability of its elementary theory. 
In Chapter III we consider the same question for the r.e. degrees R. 

CHAPTER I. THE RELATION OF THE STRUCTURE 
OF AN R.E. SET TO ITS DEGREE 

1. Post's program and simple sets. (All sets will be subsets of co and all 
functions will be on co.) A partial recursive (p.r.) function (from co to co) is a 
partial function whose graph is r.e. A recursive function is a p.r. function 
which is total, i.e., domain ƒ = co. Since we can effectively list all algorithms 
we can effectively list all r.e. sets { We}efEui and all p.r. functions {<pe}eew ^ u t 

not all total recursive functions since we cannot decide given % and x 
whether <pe(x) is defined. A simultaneous enumeration of the r.e. sets is a 
recursive function ƒ with range {<*, e>: x E We) and We^ = {x: (3t < 
s)[f(0 = <*> £>]}• (Let (x9y) denote the image of the ordered pair (x,y) 
under some effective 1: 1 map from co X co onto co.) 

Notice that the r.e. sets form a distributive lattice & since if A and B are 
r.e. then A u B and A n B are r.e. It is easy to see that a set A is recursive 
(has a recursive characteristic function XA) iff both A and A are r.e. (To 
compute XA (n) simultaneously enumerate A and A until n appears in one of 
them.) Thus the recursive sets form a Boolean algebra <3l consisting precisely 
of the complemented members of &. Now by simultaneously enumerating all 
r.e. sets one can construct the r.e. set K = {e: e E We}9 which must be 
nonrecursive since K ^ We for any e. 

Notice that K is effectively noncomplemented (and therefore effectively 
nonrecursive) in the sense that there is a recursive function ^_(the identity 
function in the case of K) such that We d K implies f(e) E K - We. Such 
r.e. sets were called creative by Post [Po] because their existence together with 
the representation of all r.e. sets in such a fragment of mathematics as 
elementary number theory implies the impossibility of mechanically listing all 
statements true in such a fragment. Post remarks: "The conclusion is 
unescapable that even for such a fixed, well defined body of mathematical 
propositions, mathematical thinking is, and must remain, essentially creative." 

Myhill later proved [Myl] that any two creative sets A and B are recur
sively isomorphic, namely there is a recursive permutation ƒ of co such that 
f (A) « B. Hence, there is really only one creative set up to recursive 
isomorphism. An r.e. set A is complete (Turing complete) if We <TA for 
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every e. The set K (and hence all creative sets) are complete. Post9s problem 
was to construct a nonrecursive r.e. set A which is incomplete^ namely 
0<TA <T K. Post9S program for constructing A was to find an easily 
definable property of A (compatible with A nonrecursive) which would 
guarantee incompleteness. _ 

Now if C is creative (via say ƒ) then C must contain an infinite r.e. set 
{*„}„(=«• (Let *o -/(*o)> where WXo = 0 , and ak+l « f(xk) where WXk ^ 
(OQ, al9. • . , ak}.) Post's idea for constructing A incomplete was Jo make A 
sufficiently "thin" withjespect to containment of r.e. sets so that I£ could not 
be Turing reduced to A. He defined an r.e. set S to be simple if S is infinite 
but S contains no infinite r.e. sets. As a special case of Turing reducibility 
Post defined A to be m-reducible to_B (A_< m B) if there is a recursive 
function ƒ such that ƒ (A) Q B and f (A) Ç 5. Post constructed a simple set 
and proved that any simple set A is m-incomplete, namely K 4 m A. However, 
Post realized that simple sets could be (Turing) complete and thus he defined 
r.e. sets with even thinner complements called hypersimple (A-simple) and 
hyperhypersimple (AA-simple). 

If xx < x2 < • • • < xk andj> « 2*« + • • • + 2** let Dy denote the finite 
set {*!, x29..., xk}. A sequence {Fn}nBù3 of finite sets is a strong (weak) 
array if there is a recursive function ƒ such that Fn = Z>/(w) (F„ = W/(w)) for all 
n. An array is disjoint if its members are pairwise disjoint. A coinfinite r.e. set 
A is /z-simple (M-simple) if there is no strong (weak) disjoint array {Fn}ne<û 

such that FH n A i-0 for all n. _ 
(The intention is that instead of specifying an infinite r.e. set {an}nSc3 C A, 

we specify an array {Fn)nBu such that each Fn contains some a„ G Âbut we 
cannot tell which x E Fn has this property. In a strong array we can explicitly 
compute max(ir„) and all its members, whereas in a weak array we can merely 
enumerate Fn.) 

Post constructed an /t-simple set //, proved that A A-simple implies K 
4 a A for a certain intermediate "tf-reducibility," but he was unable to 
construct an AA-simple set or to prove that this property guaranteed (Turing) 
incompleteness. 

2. Dominating functions and quotient lattices. More than ten years passed 
with little progress on r.e. sets until two previous mathematical ideas were 
applied with ultimately fertile consequences for S, namely dominating 
functions and maximal elements in quotient lattices of &. The idea of 
dominating functions arose in the classification of A-simple sets. A function ƒ 
dominates a function g if ƒ (n) > g(n) for all but finitely many n (a.e. n). If 
A * OQ < ax < . . . is an infinite set the principal function of A is pA where 
pA(n) * an. A f'unction ƒ dominates an infinite set A if it dominates/?^. Let 
[m, n] be the closed interval {m, m + 1, • • . , it}, (m, n] •* [m + 1 , . . . , h) 
and so on. Let A[n] * A n [0, n], and |>4| denote the cardinality of A. 

THEOREM 2.1 (KUZNECOV, MEDVEDEV, USPENSKIÏ [Md]). An r.e. set A is 
h-simple iff no recursive function dominates A. 

PROOF. <=. Let {Dg{x)}xŒu> be a disjoint strong array such that Dg(jc) n A 
T£0 for all x. Let/(x) * max U {Dg{yy y < *}• 
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=»: By adjusting ƒ on finitely many numbers we may assume ƒ (n) > px(n) 
for all n. Set Dm = [0, /(O)]. Given g ( 0 ) , . . . , g(n)9 let k = max U {Dg(l): 
i < n}, and set Dg(n+l) = [A: + J , f(k + 2)]. Now M[/(A: + 2)]| > A: + 2, but 
|>1[£]| < k + 1, so Z>g(/I+1) n ^ T ^ 0 . D 

Using this characterization Dekker [Dk2] proved that for every nonrecur-
sive r.e. set A there is an A-simple set B =TA. (Let {as}sŒ„ be a recursive 
enumeration of A and let B = {s: (3t > s)[at < as]}, the deficiency set of 4̂ 
for this enumeration. Clearly B =TA, B is r.e. and any recursive function 
dominating B would imply A recursive.) Let R+ denote the nonrecursive r.e. 
degrees, R - {0}, where 0 is the degree consisting of the recursive sets. If 
G C S, let dg(6) = {dg(W): W G 6). 

THEOREM 2.2 (DEKKER). Let § be the class of simple sets. Then dg(§) = 
R+ . 

Next Myhill [My2] suggested studying quotient lattices of $ and maximal 
sets. Let A — * B denote that the symmetric difference of A and B is finite 
and A Q* B denote that A n B = * 0 . Let ê * denote the quotient lattice of 
& modulo the ideal W of finite sets, and for A G S let A* be the equivalence 
class of A in & *. Thus, A* = B* iff A = * B. For any lattice £ c S closed 
under finite differences let £* = {̂ 4*: A G £}. It is very easy to see [La8, 
Lemma 14] or [So3, Theorem 1.3] that if (̂  and t1 are any two such lattices 
then Ê, - Ê2 iff £f s £2* so it suffices to classify £* in place of £. 

Myhill defined a coinfinite r.e. set M to be maximal just in case M * is a 
coatom of ë*, i.e. there is no A G S such that M C^A C^ w. (Let 
A' e » y denote that X Q Y and \Y — X\ = 00.) Clearly every maximal set is 
AA-simple and indeed maximal sets have the thinnest possible complements in 
the sense of Post. Myhill asked whether maximal sets exist and noted that this 
is equivalent to $ * not being densely ordered. (Myhill also noted that the 
existence of a creative set C implies that S * is not Brouwerian since C* has 
no pseudo-complement [Bi2, p. 45], and that an r.e. set A is simple iff A* is 
pseudo-complemented with trivial pseudo-complement.) 

3. Maximal sets and high degrees. Suddenly Friedberg [Fr2] and indepen
dently Muchnik [Mu] solved Post's problem by an entirely different method 
now known as the finite injury priority method which we discuss in §12. 
Indeed the method easily yielded infinitely many different r.e. degrees [Frl]. 

THEOREM 3.1 (FRIEDBERG-MUCHNIK). There exist r.e. sets A and B such that 
A iTB andB ^TA. (Hence <J> <TA <TKand<f> <TB <TK.) 

Then Friedberg used a different priority method [Fr4] to construct a 
maximal set, and Yates later proved [Y2] that maximal sets can be complete, 
thereby refuting Post's idea that thinness of A implies A incomplete. Still 
Sacks asked [Sa7, p. 172 Q3] for some simple property of complements of r.e. 
sets (in the style of Post) which implies incompleteness. Soare [So7] gave a 
negative answer for all those properties which are lattice invariant (invariant 
under Aut ê , the group of automorphisms of S). 

THEOREM 3.2 (SOARE). For any nonrecursive r.e. set A there exists $ G 
Aut S such that $(A) =T K. 
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We now sketch the Friedberg maximal set construction (as simplified by 
Yates [Y2]) which has been one of the major tools in the investigation of &. 

THEOREM 3.3 (FRIEDBERG). There exists a maximal set M. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. We enumerate M by stages and let Ms denote the 
elements enumerated in M by the end of stage s. It suffices to make M 
infinite and to meet for each e the requirement 

P€: We n M infinite => M Q * We. (3.1) 

Let {Ae}eGu) be a sequence of "movable markers" which come to rest on the 
elements of A^Let m/ denote the position of Ae at the end of stage s and 
assume that Ms » mj < m[ < . . . . Let M0 =0. To meet requirement P0 

choose at stage s + 1 the least i such that m- £ W0fS and mf E W0yS for some 
j > i. Move A, to m/, A l+1 to mf+l9 and so forth. Enumerate in Ms+l all 
elements not under markers. Clearly, a similar strategy for Px can be played 
within this strategy for PQ, and so forth for all Pn. 

As a bookkeeping device which gives priority first to P& then to P„ and so 
on, define the estate of x at stage s, E(e, x, s) * 2{2'"': i < e and x E 
WitS). Marker Ae moves at stage s + 1 to maximize its estate. After all A„ 
i < ^Jiave settled Ae moves at most 2'+1 times. Thus, all markers come to 
rest, M is infinite and satisfies Pe for all e. • 

An infinite set A dominates a,partial function $ ifpA(n) > \p(ri) for a.e. n 
such that \p(ri) is defined. If A dominates every partial recursive function then 
A is necessarily complete because A dominates \pK(x) • (/is) [x E Ks] if s 
exists and \pK(x) is undefined otherwise. (Let (iiy)P(y) denote the leasts 
such that P(y) if such y exists.) Reflecting upon this and Theorem 2.1, 
Tennenbaum suggested [Tel] just the opposite of Posfs^ approach namely that 
perhaps every maximal set M is complete because M dominates all partial 
recursive functions. Sacks refuted this suggestion by constructing an incom
plete maximal set [Sa4], and he asked for a characterization of dg(9IL) where 
9H is the class of maximal sets. Tennenbaum [Te2] and independently Martin 
[Mai] and [Ma3] noticed that Tennenbaum's suggestion is correct if partial 
recursive functions are replaced by total recursive functions. A function ƒ (set 
A) is dominant iff(pA) dominates all total recursive functions. 

PROPOSITION 3.4 (MARTIN-TENNENBAUM). If M is maximal then M is 
dominant. 

PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that M fails Jo dominate some recursive 
function/. By Theorem 2.1 ƒ does not dominate M. Hence, there are infinitely 
many "crossover jxnnts" x such that ƒ (x) < pj^{x) but p^(x + 1) < f(x + 
1), and hence \M n Ix\ > 2 where Ix = (ƒ(*), f(x + 1)]. Now construct 
A E S, such that M c*, A c » w by enumerating x in A at stage s + 1 if 
x E Ms or x — (ixy) [y E Iz - Ms] for some z. • _ 

Martin defined a coinfinite r.e. set A to be dense simple if A is dominant 
and showed [Mai] by a more subtle argument that not only maximal sets but 
all AA-simple sets are dense simple. Martin then used this notion of 
dominance to obtain his remarkable characterization of the degrees of 
maximal sets in terms of the jump operator. For any set A define Xhtjump of 
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A, A' * {n: n E W* }, where Wf is the nth set which is r.e. in A (r.e. given A 
as an "oracle"). It is easily seen that A' is r.e. in A but not recursive in A, and 
that the jump operator is well-defined on degrees, where dg(A)' * dg(A'). 
(Note that 0' * dg(K) since K is recursively isomorphic to 0'.) Let a(/f+1) « 
(a(w))'. For each n > 0 define the subclasses of the r.e. degrees R, 

H„ = {d: d E R and d00 « 0("+1)}, and 

L„ « { d r d E R a n d d ^ - O 0 0 } , 

where d(0) * d, and L„ * R - L„. (Note that R+ * L .̂) The degrees in Hx 

(L,) are called high (low) since they have the highest (lowest) possible jump. 
An r.e. set A is high (low) if dg(A) G Hx ÇLX). It is known (see §13) that 
H„ cH f l + l and L„ cL f l + l . Lachlan [La2], Martin [Ma4] and Sacks [Sa8] 
showed that R ^ U {(L„ u H„): n e w}. 

The crucial breakthrough in the classification of dg(91t) was Martin's 
observation. 

THEOREM 3.5 (MARTIN). An r.e. degree a is in Hx iff there is a function f of 
degree < a which is dominant. 

(The proof uses the fact that {e: q>e total} has degree 0" and the Limit 
Lemma [Sf5, p. 29] which asserts that a function g is recursive in A' iff 
g(x) « lim, g(x, s) for some function g recursive in A.) 

THEOREM 3.6 (MARTIN). Let 9IL be the class of maximal sets. Then dg(9!t) 
- H , . 

SKETCH OF PROOF. If a contains a maximal set then a G Hx by Proposition 
3.4 and Theorem 3.5. Conversely, given a high degree a one can easily find 
[Ro5] an r.e. set A E a and a recursive enumeration of A whose computation 
function CA(x) is dominant where we define CA(x) * (ps) [As[x] * A[x]]. 
Now combine the maximal set construction of Theorem 3.3 with a method of 
Yates [Y2] where an element x is "permitted" to be enumerated in M at stage 
s + 1 only if i4,+ i[jc] =£ A,[x], whence CM(x) < CA(x) and hence M <TA. 

The key point is that the dominance of CA allows each requirement Pe of 
(3.1) to be satisfied. Suppose Jor example that P0 is not satisfied because 
infinitely many elements x E Ms n W0 are never permitted to enter M. Then 
CA fails to dominate the recursive function ƒ, where ƒ(x) is the least s such 
that:* e Ms; or x E WQy, or x "wants" to enter M at stage s for the sake of 
A). 

Finally, insure A < T M as follows. When n E As+X — As, enumerate in 
AfJ+1 whichever of m£ and irçf+1 has lower n-state at stage 5 + 1. Thus if 
K - »*„ ( - ton, O then ̂  [/*] » ^ 5 [ / Î ] . Q 

Other classes 6 such that dg(S) •* Hi are the dense simple sets (and 
therefore the AA-simple sets), and the coinfinite sets with no dense simple 
superset [Ma3]. 

4. Low degrees, atomless sets, and invariant degree classes. A class C of r.e. 
degrees is invariant if C « dg(G) for some class 6 Q & invariant under 
Aut 6 . Martin asked which other degree classes are invariant besides H! (and 
the trivially invariant classes R, L̂  and R+ « LQ). In particular, he asked 
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[Ma3] for a classification of the degrees of atomless sets, coinfinite r.e. sets 
with no maximal superset. Martin himself had constructed such sets [Mai] 
and later Cohen and Jockusch [CoJ] showed that even Post's simple set is 
atomless. 

Martin conjectured [Ma3] and Robinson proved [Rol, Theorem 5.3], [Ro2] 
every coinfinite r.e. set A of low degree has a maximal superset M. Robin
son's proof combines the maximal set construction with the Kleene recursion 
theorem [Rg2, Chapter 11] which asserts that for any recursive function ƒ 
there exists a fixed point n such that Wfin) = Wn. Like the fixed point 
theorems of analysis this allows us to prove the existence of certain implicitly 
defined functions. Specifically if W0 n M is infinite, the recursion theorem 
allows us to movefile markers A„ so that each A„ comes to rest on an 
element of W0 n A, thereby meeting requirement P0 of (3.1). (Details can be 
found in [Rol] written in the Kleene equational calculus or in [So6] written in 
a less formal style.) For A G & define the lattice of supersets (principal filter) 
of A, t(A) = {W: W G & and A Q W). Soare generalized Robinson's 
result [So6] by extending the automorphism machinery [So3] to prove 

THEOREM 4.1 (SOARE). If a coinfinite r.e set A is low (dg(4) G Lx) then 
£04) s &. 

Lachlan [Lall, Theorem 4] generalized Robinson's result in a different 
direction by proving that any coinfinite r.e. set which is low2 (dg(A) G L^ has 
a maximal superset. (Lachlan's ingenious proof uses the recursion theorem 
and the fact that A is low2 iff Inf4 < m Cof, where Inf4 = {e: W* is infinite} 
and Cof = {e: We cofiniteJ^Thus, one has certain recursive approximations 
to determine when We n A is infinite. This barely suffices to meet each 
requirement Pe.) Shoenfieldjthen gave a remarkably short and elegant proof 
[Sf7] that every degree d G 1^ contains a coinfinite r.e. set B with no maximal 
(or even AA-simple) superset. (Shoenfield proves that for A G S, if any 
deficiency set B of A (as defined in §2) has an AA-simple superset then B, and 
hence A, are low2.) 

THEOREM 4.2 (LACHLAN-SHOENFIELD). Let & be the class of atomless r.e. 
sets. Then dg(<£) = L2. 

It is unknown whether Lachlan's half of this theorem can be combined 
with Theorem 4.1 to replace Li by L2 in the latter, although this seems very 
difficult. Partial progress for a property resembling low2 may be found in 
[BeSo, Theorem 4J8]. 

Besides 1^, Hl9 Lj and the trivial classesJt is unknown which other classes 
H„ and L„ are invariant. In particular, is L, invariant? As a strong generali
zation of Theorem 3.6 we propose the following. 

CONJECTURE 4.3. Every invariant class C is closed upwards and contains 
H,. 

Evidence for this conjecture besides Martin's theorem is Theorem 3.2 
which asserts that {0'} = HQ C C for any such C (For any n > 0, 0' £ L„ so 
L„ cannot be invariant.) Given 6 C S let 6 # denote the coinfinite r.e. sets 
with no superset in C, e.g. & — 9!t#. It seemed plausible to continue the 
progression of Theorems 3.6 and 4.2 and define 61 = 9IL and 6„+1 « G%. 
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However, 64 = 62 and d g ^ ) = Hj [CoJ], so no new invariant classes are 
obtained. Still unclassified is 6 # where 6 is the class of r-maximal sets as 
defined in §8, although Hx C dg(6#) by Corollary 8.7. 

Shoenfield asked [Sf7] whether there are any more invariant classes, and 
conjectures of Shoenfield and Martin_ imply at least that every nontrivial 
invariant class is of the form H„ or L„ for some n. Recently Lerman and 
Soare [LeSo2] refuted these conjectures by producing a new invariant class 
D = dg^) , where tf) is the class of /̂-simple sets, sets simple with respect to 
certain r.e. arrays of differences of r.e. sets (d.r.e. sets). The rf-simple sets are 
intermediate between simple and AA-simple sets and arose in connection with 
generating automorphisms of & (see §9). Now D is not of the form H„ or Ln 

for any n because Hj C D and D splits Lx. 

5. Incompleteness and completeness for noninvariant properties. By Theorem 
3.2 no property invariant under Aut & can insure incompleteness, but what 
of properties not invariant? There is a characterization of low r.e. sets in 
terms of strong arrays which arose from a consideration of the computational 
complexity of r.e. sets [S08]. This characterization is the closest known 
positive solution to Post's original program and Sacks' question [Sa7, Q3] 
because it does not mention reduction procedures or enumerations of A, but 
it is not as useful in constructions of low r.e. sets as other characterizations 
which do [So4, Theorem 4.1]. 

THEOREM 5.1 [S08, THEOREM 2.7]. An r.e. set A is low if and only if there is a 
recursive function£such that for all e, 

(i) Ofx)[Dx cA=*[x EWe<&x G Wm]], and 
(ii) {x: DXCA andxE We) =0=> Wm is finite. 

On the other hand Martin [Ma2] and Lachlan [La7] have discovered an 
elegant characterization of complete r.e. sets which is useful in applications, 
for example [GiMr, §3] and [Sfl]. A set S is effectively simple if there is a 
recursive function ƒ such that WXQ S implies | Wx\ < f(x). Martin [Ma2] 
used the recursion theorem to prove that every effectively simple set S is 
complete by showing that K <T S because CK(x) < Cs(h(x)\ where h is a 
certain function recursive in S (and CA is the computation function of A as 
above). The characterization of Martin and Lachlan grew out of the "effec
tively nonrecursive" sets such as creative sets and effectively simple sets. 

THEOREM 5.2 [La7, p. 99]. An r.e. set A is complete iff there is a function 
h <TA and a recursive function g such that if <pe[h(z)] = XA[HZ)] then 
Wg(eiX) ¥* Wx. 

This technique can be expanded to yield a certain "maximum degree 
principle" [JSo2, pp. 613-615] which asserts roughly that when an r.e. set B is 
constructed recursively in an r.e. set A by the permitting method above, B 
usually has the same degree as A without explicitly coding A into B. This 
applies to Theorem 3.6. 

Post' simple set is effectively simple and therefore complete. (His hyper-
simple set H may be complete or incomplete [JSo4] depending upon which 
particular simultaneous enumeration of the r.e. sets is used during the 
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construction of H. The degree of H under something like the canonical 
enumeration [K13], which presumably Post intended, is unknown.) 

CHAPTER II. THE STRUCTURE, AUTOMORPHISMS 

AND ELEMENTARY THEORY OF THE R.E. SETS 

6. Basic facts and splitting theorems. For a fixed simultaneous enumeration 
of the r.e. sets define W^Wj^ {x: (3s)[x G WitS - WjyS]} the elements 
enumerated in Wt before Wp and Wi \ W}f = (Wi \ Wj) n Wp the elements 
enumerated in Wt and later in W}. (The__notation A\B should not be 
confused with A — B which denotes A n B.) A crucial fact about r.e. sets 
(which is also true of their generalizations in higher recursion theory) is the 
reduction principle. 

PROPOSITION 6.1 (REDUCTION PRINCIPLE). For any A,B G S there exist 
Al9 BXE& such that Ax Q A, Bx Q B, Ax U Bx =* A \J B and Ax D Bx = 0 . 

PROOF. Let Ax = A \ B and Bx = B \ A. • 
There are no interesting ideals in S because the ideal $ of finite sets is the 

largest definable ideal, and for any A G ë — 9", the principal ideal $(A) * 
{ W: W G S and A D W) is isomorphic to &. Thus, attention has been 
focused upon the filters of & particularly the principal filters fc(A). Among 
the interesting nonprincipal filters are the simple sets, A-simple sets, and 
AA-simple sets (each taken together with the cofinite sets in order to be closed 
upwards). The principal filters generated by AA-simple sets and r-maximal sets 
will be considered in §7 and §8. 

Certain "splitting" theorems arose early in the subject and have played an 
important role in questions of both structure and decidability of &. 

THEOREM 6.2 (FRIEDBERG SPLITTING THEOREM [Fr4]). If A is any nonrecur-
sive r.e. set then there exist nonrecursive r.e. sets B and C such that A = B U 
CandB n C = 0 . 

PROOF. At stage s + 1 given x G As+X — As find the least e < s such that 
x G W€yS and W€tS n Bs = 0 (We>s n C, = 0 ) and enumerate x in B (respec
tively C). (If no such e exists enumerate x in C.) If We - A is not r.e. then 
\We\A\ » oo, so J*; n 5=^0and Wen C ^ 0 . • 

Notice that the proof in fact guarantees 

Ç4W G &)[{W - A) not r.e.=*[(W - B) and (W - C) not r.e.]]. (6.1) 

Later Sacks [Sa2] simultaneously extended both of Friedberg's theorems 
using a powerful new finite injury method discussed in §12. 

THEOREM 6.3 (SACKS SPLITTING THEOREM). If A is any nonrecursive r.e. set 
then there exist low r.e. sets B and C such that 

(i)^ « B u CandB n C =0;and 
(ii) B and C are Turing incomparable. 

Then Owings [Ol, Lemma 1] modified Friedberg's proof above to show 

THEOREM 6.4 (OWINGS SPLITTING THEOREM). Let A and D be r.e. sets such 
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that A — D is not co-r.e. Then there exist r.e. sets B and C (whose indices may 
be obtained uniformly from those of A and D) such that 

(i)A = B u CandB n C = 0 ; and 
(ii) neither B - D nor C — D is co-r.e. 

For any set S C <o define &s, the lattice of r.e. sets restricted to S, to be 
{ W n S: W E S }. (Note that if ^ is r.e. then t(A) s Sj.) For r.e. W let 
FT5 denote the set W n S of ê 5 . A member ^45 of S 5 is complemented (in 
es) if there is an r.e. set B such that As u Bs = S and ^45 n Bs = 0 . 
Friedberg's theorem asserts for S = <o, and Owings' for S co-r.e. (namely 
S = Z>) that every noncomplemented element ^ of S s splits as the disjoint 
union of two noncomplemented members Bs and Cs of S s . Morley and 
Soare [MoSo] obtained a simultaneous generalization of these three theorems 
using the method of the Sacks Splitting Theorem. 

THEOREM 6.5 (MORLEY-SOARE SPLITTING THEOREM). For any set S <TK 

and any r.e. set A> if As is a noncomplemented member of &s then there exist 
r.e. sets B and C (whose indices may be found uniformly from that of A) such 
that: 

(i)A = B u CandB n C = 0 ; 
(ii) Bs and Cs are noncomplemented in $s ; and 
(iii) B and C are Turing incomparable. 

7. hh-simple sets. Even though hh-simple sets did not solve Post's problem, 
they played an important role in the development of the theory of r.e. sets 
and numerous interesting characterizations of them arose [Yl, Theorem 6] 
and [Ro4, Theorems 2 and 4]. The most surprising and important of these was 
discovered by Lachlan [La8] who gave a complete characterization of the 
principal filters £(̂ 4) generated by the AA-simple sets A. 

THEOREM 7.1 (LACHLAN). For any coinfinite r.e. set A, A is hh-simple iff 
t(A) (or equivalently Sj) is a Boolean algebra. 

PROOF. <=: If A j s not AA-simple choose a disjoint weak array { Wf(n)}nfE69 

such that Wf{n) n A ^0 for all n. Then Bj is noncomplemented in S j where 
5 » U{*F„n Wm:nEo>}. 

=»: If t(A) is not a Boolean algebra then there exists an r.e. B 2 A such 
that B - A is not co-r.e. Now by repeatedly applying Owings Splitting 
Theorem B may be split to produce a disjoint r.e. array of r.e. sets {Cn}nG(ù 

such that Cn n A =£0 for all n. Split B into C0 u D& then split DQ into 
Cx u Dlf and so forth. The array {Cn}n&0} may be_converted into a disjoint 
weak array of finite sets {Cp}n(Eoa, such that Cn n A ¥*0y by enumerating x 
in Cn at stage s + 1 only if CHtS C As and x = ( yy)[x G CHyS - As]. • 

An infinite set S is hyperhyperimmune (AA-immune) if there is no disjoint 
weak array of finite sets {Fn}nŒ„ such that Fn n S ¥>0 for all n. (For 
S <T K the condition "finite" is redundant.) The above proof actually 
establishes 

THEOREM 7.2 (LACHLAN). If A, B E S and A - B is hh-immune then 
A - B is co-r.e. 
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Lachlan then wondered exactly which Boolean algebras could be realized as 
fc*(A) for some A E S, for example the countable atomless Boolean algebra 
or any recursive Boolean algebra. 

THEOREM 7.3 (LACHLAN). There exists an hh-simple set A such that £*(A) is 
an atomless Boolean algebra. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. In the maximal set construction (Theorem 3.3) we could 
have pictured the markers {Ae}e6Ew as fixed "boxes" or "windows" and the 
elements m/ as moving (downward) along the markers and dropping into the 
set M. Let 2<<0 denote all finite sequences of 0's and Vs. For each a E 2< w we 
have a nonmovable marker Aa. These are given an (o ordering by some 
recursive function ƒ: 2<<0-»(o such that Ih(o) < lh(r) implies f(o) < / ( T ) , 
where Ih (o) denotes the length of o. An element x can move from AT to Aa 

only if ƒ (a) < ƒ (r). Each A0 marks an integer m* at the end of stage s, and 
A = {ma: o EL 2 < W } where ma = lim5 m*. For each a define the "cone" 
Ca = {mT: a C r}, where a C r denotes that a is an initial segment of T. It 
clearly suffices to meet for each e the requirements Pe: lh(o) = e=>(VZ < 
è)[Wi H Ca « * 0 or Ca C * W& and Ne: A u Ce is r.e. 

Surprisingly these requirements are automatically satisfied by simply 
performing at stage s + 1 the usual strategy for Pe within each cone Q = 
{m/: a C T}, such that lh(o) = e. • 

A ^-relation R on <o X <o is one for which there is a recursive relation S on 
co5 such that R(x9 y) = (3u)(yv)(3w)S(x9 y, u, v, w). A ^-lattice 
& = (A, < , n , U ) is one for which there exist binary recursive functions U 
and ƒ and a 23-relation 5 such that if A = { a j , ^ then axu ay = %(JC^), 
û ^ n ^ = tf/c*^) a n d s u c h ^a t 5 = {(x,y): ax < ay). (Note that ax < t^ is a 
23-relation of x and j>.) For any A Œ 8, t*(A) is a 23-lattice because the 
relation {(x,y): Wx C * W }̂ is easily seen to be 2 3 (see [Rg2, Chapter 14]). 

By a more complicated construction than that for Theorem 7.3, Lachlan 
uses a fixed 23-relation to "prune" branches from the full binary tree 2W and 
to prove, 

THEOREM 7.4 (LACHLAN). If & is any ^-Boolean algebra then there is an 
hh-simple set A such that t*(A) s &. 

This completely characterizes the principal filters of hh-simple sets, 
although their automorphism types under Aut 8 remain largely unknown 
(see §9). Alton [Al] has applied Lachlan's Theorem together with results of 
Spector on inductive definitions [Sp2] to show that an ath order maximal set 
exists if f a is a recursive ordinal. (An ath order maximal set is a coatom of 
S a , the lattice obtained from S by factoring a times by the filter generated by 
coatoms.) 

Finally, let % denote the lattice of cofinite and AA-simple sets. By Theorem 
7.2, 3C* is a relatively complemented distributive lattice and hence has a 
decidable elementary theory by Ershov's result [El] that all complete 
extensions of the elementary theory of relatively complemented distributive 
lattices are decidable. (A lattice L is relatively complemented if whenever 
a, b,c E L and a < b < c there exists d E C with b n d = a and b u d = 
c.) 
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8. Major subsets and r-maximal sets. Consider those lattices t = &*{A) for 
some A G S. Lachlan's Theorem 7.4 gives a complete characterization for 
those which are Boolean algebras. Little is known about the remaining 
lattices £ except that & * is embedded in each and so the structure of £ is 
apparently at least as complicated as that of & * itself. 

PROPOSITION 8.1. If A G $ and £*(A) is not a Boolean algebra then ë is 
embeddable in t(A). 

PROOF. Clearly A is infinite. By Theorem 7.1 A is not_AA-simple so there is 
a disjoint weak array {Wf(n)}nŒo3 such that Wf{n) n A =£0 for all n. Let 
Wg(x) = ^ u U{ Wm: n G Wx). Then the mapping Wx -* Wg{x) from S to 
t(A) is 1: 1 and preserves inclusion. • 

In addition Shore has noted that for every A G S, £*(A) X £*(K) s 
£*(#), and that t*(A) ss t*(K) implies that A is high. Shore has also shown 
that t*(A) X g * s £%ff) X &* implies either that t\A) « £%B) or 
£*04)s £*(5)x S». 

At the other extreme from Boolean algebras are those lattices containing no 
complemented elements (except for the trivial elements 0 and 1). An r.e. set A 
is r-maximal if A is infinite and t*(A) contains no nontrivial complemented 
elements, or equivalently if A iŝ  r-cohesive namelyjnfinite and there is no 
recursive set R such that R n A =£* 0 and R n A ^ * 0 . Such sets exist, 
and they may or may not have maximal supersets. (If an r-maximal set A has 
a maximal superset M then by Proposition 6.1, M must be unique.) The 
easiest construction of r-maximal sets with maximal supersets is by using the 
major subsets of Lachlan [La8, p. 29], which play a crucial role in the decision 
procedure of §10. For A, B G S, B is a major subset of A (B CmA) if 
B c^A and for all W e S , 

A u ^ = * < o = » 5 u W=*u. 
THEOREM 8.2 (LACHLAN). If A is a nonrecursive r.e. set then A contains a 

major subset B. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. The proof is very similar to the maximal set construction 
except that the markers {Ae}eGu come to rest on A — B and seek to 
maximize their ^-states with respect to {Vn}nG<t3 in place of {Wn}n&u where 
V„ - {x: x G W„ and x <J{n9 s)}9 for ƒ(*, s) = (ivc)[x& Wn,s U A,]. 
(Note that Vn = Wn if Wn D A and Kn is finite otherwise.) Now for example, 
ifACW0 then V0 = W0, \ V0\ A\ = oo (because A is not r.e.), and hence all 
markers A€ come to rest on elements of V& so A - B c F0. • 

PROPOSITION 8.3. If B cmA and A is r-maximal then B is r-maximal. 

PROOF. For any recursive set R either A Q* ROT A C * R, say the former. 
Then B C * R because B cmA. • 

Thus, if >4 is a maximal set then any major subset is a proper r-maximal set. 
Furthermore, no r-maximal set can also be hh-simple unless A is maximal. 

Lachlan [La8, Theorem 8], [Lal2, p. 300] and Robinson [Ro4, Theorem 6] 
also independently constructed r-maximal sets with no maximal superset. 
Robinson noted that it clearly suffices to construct a "tower" of r.e. sets 
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{7;} r t f f0 such that A c*, T0 c ^ Tx C^ . . . , and such that for all n, Wn C 
Tn or A Ç * Wn. (The sequence { Tn}nŒo3 need not be r.e.) A planar version of 
the Friedberg maximal set construction easily produces this tower. Such a 
construction with certain additional properties necessary for the extended 
decision procedure of §10 is carried out by Lerman and Soare [LeSol, 
Theorem 2.15]. (Lachlan's construction [La8, Theorem 8] actually produces 
an r-maximal set with no dense simple superset, while Robinson's produces 
an atomless r-maximal set which is dense simple.) 

Major subsets may be used to produce sets which fail to have r-maximal or 
AA-simple supersets. A coinfinite r.e. set A is strongly hypersimple (^-simple) 
if there is no r.e. array { Wf(n)}nGu of disjoint r.e. sets such that <o = U „ W/(„) 
and A n Wf{n) =£0 for all n. Clearly, every r-maximal or AA-simple set is 
sA-simple. 

PROPOSITION 8.4. Let A, B G S, B CmA9f a 1: 1 recursive function with 
range A and Ê = f~l(B). Then B is h-simple but has no sh-simple superset. 

PROOF. Clearly B must be A-simple since if B is not A-simple as witnessed 
by {Dg{n)}n&C3 then from f({Dg(2n)}n^) we can choose a recursive set R such 
that RCA and R splits A - B, so R violates B cmA. 

Now suppose B c D c ^ <o, for D r.e. Then A - f(D) is not co-r.e. so by 
the proof of Theorem 7.1 there is a disjoint r.e. array { Wg(n)}nŒ(t) with union 
A and such that Wg{n) n (A -ƒ(/>)) ^ 0 for all n. Let Wm= f-\Wg(n)). 
Then { Wh(n)}nŒu is a disjoint r.e. array of r.e. sets with union w and such that 
Wh(n) n Â ^=0 for all n. Hence, D is not ^A-simple. [J 

R. W. Robinson has shown [Ro5, p. 345] that 2? must be dense simple. 
Hence B and B must be high. Stob [St] proved that B must be a major subset 
of some C C^ co. 

Define the relation = r on r-maximal sets by A =r B iff A n B is r-
maximal. It is easily verified that = r is an equivalence relation and that 
A =r B iff A u B ^ * (o. For any maximal set M the r-maximal subsets of 
M constitute an equivalence class under =r consisting precisely of the major 
subsets of M. Similarly there are infinitely many equivalence classes of 
atomless r-maximal sets. 

For any atomless r-maximal set A, fc*(A) is densely ordered by the Owings 
Splitting Theorem. Thus, one might hope that t*(A) s t*(B) for any two 
such sets, but this is false [LeSol]. These isomorphism types of t*(A) as well 
as the automorphism types of r-maximal sets A under Aut & remain unclas
sified. 

As for the r-maximal sets with maximal superset, define a difference of r.e. 
sets (d.r.e. set) D = A - B to be pure d.r.e. if it is infinite but contains no 
infinite r.e. or co-r.e. subsets. (It is easily seen that D is pure d.r.e. iff 
D = A - B for some A and B such that B c m A) It is an open question 
whether SD ss SE for any two pure d.r.e. sets D and E. Resolution of these 
questions will require a much closer analysis of which finite unions of d.r.e. 
sets are r.e. This is a major theme of Chapter II. (Ershov [E2] has considered 
hierarchies generated by finite and even infinite unions of d.r.e. sets.) 

Major subsets are also useful in studying degrees of r.e. sets, since Lerman 
[Le3] combined the constructions of Martin (Theorem 3.6) and Lachlan 
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(Theorem 8.2) to prove 

THEOREM 8.5 (LERMAN). For any nonrecursive r.e. set A and degree d 6 H , 
there exists an r.e. set B Ed such that B c m A. 

The converse follows from the remarks after Proposition 8.4, or by [J4]. 

THEOREM 8.6 (ROBINSON). If B c m A then B has high degree. 

COROLLARY 8.7 (SHORE). If Q is a class of coinfinite sets which is closed 
upwards among the coinfinite sets (i.e. A G G and A C B C^o) imply B G Q) 
and e # ^=0 then H, C dg(S#). 

PROOF. Let 6* be as in §4. If A G C# and B cm A then B G S # , because 
any S G S such that B C S must satisfy S Q * A - B since A G (2#, but 
this violates B cmA. Now apply Theorem 8.5. • 

In particular, Hj C dg(C#) for all classes 6 of simple sets such as /--maxi
mal, dense simple, or ^-simple, etc. Theorem 8.5 and Corollary 8.7 are 
further evidence for Conjecture 4.3. For the three classes above, except the 
r-maximal sets, Martin [Ma3] has shown that dg(6#) = Hv Still unclassified 
are the degrees of simple sets A with no r-maximal major subset as defined 
below. 

Two special kinds of major subsets arise in the study of automorphisms 
and decision procedures for S, namely the r-maximal major subsets and the 
small major subsets. A major subset B cm A is an r-maximal major (rm) 
subset of A if A - B is r-cohesive. By Theorem 7.2 if B cm A then A - B 
cannot be M-immune, so r-cohesiveness is the "thinnest" property A — B can 
hope to possess. Many simple sets such as r-maximal sets possess rm subsets 
but some do not. The question of whether atomless AA-simple sets can possess 
them was answered in [LeSol] as a necessary ingredient in the extended 
decision procedure of §10. This led to a classification [LeShSo] of those 
nonrecursive r.e. sets A which possess an rm subset as precisely those such 
that A has a A3-preference function, roughly a {0, 1} valued function ƒ whose 
graph is 23 (and hence A3) and which for each recursive set /?, specifies /Î, or 
Rj as infinite on A and thus to be preferred in the construction of B c m A. 

COROLLARY 8.8 (LERMAN-SHORE-SOARE). There exist atomless hh-simple sets 
A and B such that A has an rm subset but B does not. 

At the other extreme are major subsets B c m A such that A - Bis "large,** 
i.e. B is "small," a notion invented by Lachlan [La9] for his decision 
procedure. 

DEFINITION 8.9. (i) If A, B G & and B cA c » co, then B is small in A 
( B e , ,4) if for all l/, F G S, 

V D U n (A - B) => (U - A) u Kis r.e., (8.1) 

(ii) B is small if B c , A for some A c^co. 
The intuition is that B is sufficiently smaller than A so that any V satisfying 

the hypothesis of (8.1) must include enough of U so that the union of the 
d.r.e. set (U - A) with V is r.e. Notice that 0 c , A for every r.e. A c*, <o 
(because (U - A) u V = U u V), and for A nonrecursive no B = * A is 
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small in A. (If so set U « w and V * A — B implying that A is r.e.) The 
name "small" was given by M. Stob [St] who observed that for r.e. sets 
A c B c C Co, w>if either >4 c , 5 o r £ c , C then^4 c , C. (Thus, on S the 
small sets are closed downward under inclusion and c , is transitive.) Stob 
also observed that for r.e. sets A c » C c*, <o, if A is not recursive and 
C — A is not co-r.e. then there exists an r.e. B such that ̂ 4 c B c C, >4 £ , B 
and 5 £ , C. (Hence, no notion of A being "close" to C can force all 
intermediate sets B to be small in C.) The following extension of Theorem 8.2 
is a necessary ingredient [La9, Theorem 3] for Lachlan's decision procedure 
of §10. 

THEOREM 8.10 (LACHLAN). If A is a nonrecursive r.e. set then A contains a 
major subset B small in A (called a small major subset and written B Csm A). 

The r-maximal major subsets in general lie at the opposite extreme from 
the small major subsets because if A is simple then no B cm A can satisfy 
both B CrmA and B CsmA. See [LeShSo, Proposition 1.7], except in the 
trivial case when A is r-maximal so B cm A implies B c^A. 

9. Automorphisms of &. Most known information on automorphisms of S 
and S * may be found in [Rg2, Chapter 12] and [So3]. Every automorphism 
of & * is induced by an automorphism of & and there are 2*° automorphisms 
of & * (Lachlan). In [So3] a powerful new method is introduced for genera
ting automorphisms of & and it is used to prove, 

THEOREM 9.1 (SOARE). If A and B are maximal sets then there is an 
automorphism O of & such that $(A) * B. 

Indeed it is shown that the group Aut & * is A:-ply transitive on its coatoms 
(i.e. any k distinct coatoms of & * may be carried by an automorphism to 
any other k distinct coatoms). This method for generating automorphisms has 
been further developed and applied in Theorem 3.2 [So7], Theorem 4.1 [So6] 
and by Stob [St] but it remains complicated and not widely understood. 

An important question is the study of which properties of r.e. sets are 
invariant (under Aut &). Using an earlier "finite-injury'* priority argument 
Martin proved that hypersimplicity is not invariant and later Stob [St] using 
the full automorphism machinery proved that dense simpUcity is also not 
invariant. The invariance of strong hypersimplicity is unknown. The 
properties of simplicity, maximality, r-maximality, and AA-simpUcity (by 
Theorem 7.1) are clearly invariant. 

Probably the most important application of automorphisms will be to find 
complete sets of invariants (in the sense of Felix Klein) for classifying the 
automorphism types of members of &. The orbit of A is the class of all r.e. 
sets B automorphic to Am the sense that B » ${A) for some $ E Aut S. The 
only known definable orbits are the maximal sets and the infinite, coinfinite 
recursive sets. 

Other natural candidates to examine are the AA-simple sets (which resemble 
maximal sets) and the low sets (which resemble recursive sets). It seemed 
likely that Theorem 9.1 could be generalized by showing that for AA-simple 
sets A and B, t*(A) ss £*(B) implies A automorphic to B, but this proved 
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false even for atomless AA-simple sets by Corollary 8.8. This suggests that for 
each AA-simple set A there will be infinitely many nonautomorphic sets 
{5 n } n e w such that £*(A) s £*(/?„), and no natural condition for classifying 
their orbits has arisen. 

A second promising class for classification by automorphisms is that of the 
coinfinite low r.e. sets A because t{A) ^ S by Theorem 4.1. It is natural to 
conjecture that any two low simple sets are automorphic, but Lerman and 
Soare [LeSo2] refuted this by introducing the notion of ^-simplicity (simp
licity with respect to certain r.e. arrays of d.r.e. sets) and proving that there 
are low simple sets A and B such that A is ̂ /-simple and B is not. The notion 
of ^-simplicity is a weaker version of a certain "covering property" [So3, 
Theorem 2.2] sufficient for generating automorphisms, and possessed by 
maximal sets. It is hoped that stronger versions of rf-simpHcity will be 
successful in classifying orbits. 

DEFINITION 9.2. A coinfinite r.e. set A E & is d-simple if f or all X E S 
there existsjm r.e. Y Q X such that 

(i)X r\A « Y r i b a n d 
(ii) (VZ E S)[(Z - X) infinite =» (Z - Y) n A ^ 0 ] . 
Notice that (ii) asserts that A is simple with respect to the r.e. array of d.r.e. 

sets {{We - Y)}e(Eu3- It is easy to check that every ^-simple set A is simple 
(set X = 0 ) and every AA-simple set is rf-simple (by Theorem 7.1), but neither 
converse holds. It is also easy to see that no ^-simple set is small but the 
converse fails. Lerman and Soare [LeSo2] have shown that the class tf) of 
rf-simple sets is the first known definable and invariant class 6 C $ such that 
dg(C) splits L|. 

THEOREM 9.3 (LERMAN-SOARE). There exists a low degree a such that every 
r.e. set of degree < aw small {and hence not d-simple). 

(Thus the degrees N containing nonsmall r.e. sets like dg(̂ D) satisfy 
H j C N and N splits L,. It is unknown whether N = dg((5D).) 

The difficulty in attempting to produce a rf-simple set A below a fixed 
nonrecursive r.e. degree by the permitting method [Y2] is that the properties 
of ^-simplicity and smallness involve d.r.e. sets (not merely r.e. sets) and are 
not compatible with the usual permitting methods. This suggests that a proof 
of Conjecture 4.3 will be difficult, probably nonuniform, and may involve 
some new coding method. 

Open questions include the following. Are any two low ^-simple sets 
automorphic? If not, what conditions can be found for classifying orbits of 
low simple sets? If a, b E L̂  — LQ do there always exist simple sets A E a and 
B E b such that A is automorphic to Bl If the structures <£, A} and (&, 5> 
are elementarily equivalent (i.e, A and B satisfy all the same formulas with 
one free variable in the language of § 10) then is A automorphic to Bl 

A class 6* C & * is an automorphism basis (for & *) if every $ E Aut S * is 
uniquely determined by its action on (2*. Shore proves [Sh2] and [Sh3] that if 
G C S is any nonempty class closed under recursive permutations then 6* is 
an automorphism basis. He also proves that i f£* = <3l*orifG*cS* then 
there is an automorphism of (the lattice generated) by S* which does not 
extend to any of & *. These results led Shore to define [Sh2] a new class of 
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nonsimple sets. An r.e. set A is nowhere simple if for every r.e. W such that 
A Ca W, ^ e r e *s a n infinite r.e. V C W — A. Shore proves that every r.e. 
degree contains a nowhere simple set, and that every r.e. set is the disjoint 
union of nowhere simple sets. In view of the resemblance of recursive sets to 
nowhere simple sets the major open question for the latter is whether 
£*(A) s $ * for every nowhere simple set. 

10. The elementary theory of 8. One of the major open questions on S * is 
the decidability of its elementary theory. Lachlan [La8] proved that the 
theories of _S and & * are equi-decidable and gave [La9] a decision procedure 
for the V3-sentences of the theory of &*. Lerman and Soare [LeSol] 
extended this by adding additional one place relation symbols Max and Hhs 
distinguishing the maximal and M-simple sets. The aim is to add enough 
additional predicates to give a decision procedure first for the 3V3-sentences, 
and then perhaps all sentences. 

Let ($ denote the Boolean algebra generated by S, i.e. all finite unions of 
d.r.e. sets. Lachlan considers [La9] a first order language L which has 
function symbols u , fl, ', and constant symbol 0 to be interpreted in a 
Boolean algebra as join, meet, complement and least element respectively, 
and which has a unary predicate symbol E(x) to be interpreted over â* as 
"x E &*". An V3-sentence in this language is one of the form 
(Vx,) • • • ( V J O ^ ) • • • (ByJP(xl9 ...9xn; yl9. .^jm) with P quantifier 
free. Lachlan gives an algorithm for deciding which V3-sentences are true in 
éE* when the quantifiers range over & *. 

Lachlan easily reduced the V3-decision problem to the following. Given 
finite lattices L9Ll9... 9 Lk9 such that each L, is a refinement of L, when is it 
true that for all sublattices Ê of & * such that £ s l , there exists a sublattice 
£' of ê * such that one of the following diagrams commutes. 

c 
L = >Lt 

Ê ^ • £ ' 

FIGURE 1 

First for each finite^ "separated" lattice L Lachlan produces a "canonical 
realization" £ c S * , £ a L . These canonical realizations provide necessary 
conditions for the diagram of Figure 1 to commute. Secondly, Lachlan proves 
a refinement theorem (refining the given £ to produce £') which shows that 
the necessary conditions are also sufficient. To construct the canonical 
realizations Lachlan needs only the following facts about & : 

(1) the Reduction Principle (Proposition 6.1); 
(2) for any infinite A E &9&A & &; 
(3) there is an infinite, coinfinite recursive set; 
(4) there is a maximal set (Theorem 3.3); 
(5) the Friedberg Splitting Theorem (Theorem 6.2) with condition (6.1); 
(6) the small major subset theorem (Theorem 8.10). 
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For example consider the lattices of sets Lx and L^ shown in Figures 2 and 
3, where it is understood that x0 is the greatest element and that E(x) holds 
only of the circles or squares labelled xi9 1 < i < 4, and their unions (and not 
of the annuli x0 - xX9 xx - x29 and so on). (By the reduction principal, it 
suffices to consider lattices of sets where the circles JC, do not overlap, namely 
either JC, n Xj = 0 , or JC, C Xj or Xj Q xs.) 

(a^j 

FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3 

To construct a canonical realization tx of Ll9 Lachlan takes A0 = <o, Ax a 
maximal set, and A2 Csm Ax. For L2 Lachlan applies Friedberg splitting to 
split A2 into A3 and A4. Let £, = {AQ,A19A2} and ^ » {A()9AX9A39A4}. 
Notice that £, rules out for example, any r.e. set W which might either split 
A0 - Ax or such that ^ C JP but Ax - A2fZ* W. Thus these examples rule 
out as false a large class of V3 sentences. Taking small major subsets instead 
of ordinary major subsets produces examples which rule out even more such 
sentences. 

Lachlan defines a notion of "characteristic" for finite lattices which well 
orders them. Lachlan's refinement theorem [La9, Theorem 4] asserts that 
either £' C & * exists such that the diagram in Figure 1 commutes or else a 
counterexample has already been found among the canonical realizations of a 
certain finite effectively determined set of lattices of smaller characteristic 
than that of L. This is the essence of his decision procedure. 

Lachlan's refinement theorem itself is quite powerful and immediately 
yields among other things the Owings Splitting Theorem. A similar method 
combined with the major subset construction yields, 

THEOREM 10.11 (LACHLAN INTERPOLATION THEOREM [La8, p. 35 T2]). For 

any r.e. sets B QA such that A — B is not co-r.e.9 there exists an r.e. C (which 
can be found effectively from A and B) such that B C C and C QmA. 

(Of course, we cannot strengthen the conclusion to B Qm C since B may be 
low.) 

The next step in the decision procedure for &* is to consider the 3V3-
sentences of L, namely those of the form (3x)(Vy)(3z)P(Jc, y9 z)9 where P is 
quantifier free. The most reasonable attack on this problem seems to be to 
add new predicates to the language L such as Max(x) and Hhs(x) which are 
to be interpreted in S * as "JC is maximal" and "x is Wz-simple." Lerman and 
Soare [LeSol] have given a decision procedure for the V3-sentences in this 
expanded language L + , where the quantifiers range over & *. 
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The idea is to construct canonical realizations and to prove a refinement 
theorem as in Lachlan's proof, but each of these steps is much more 
complicated than in the former case. First note that many new statements 
become V3 in this expanded language L+ such as "there exists an atomless 
AA-simple set with an r-maximal major subset," or "there exists an atomless 
r-maximal set." Thus, several new theorems on r.e. sets must be proved in 
order to construct the canonical realizations. 

A major new source of difficulty is that the "outermost set" Ax of L, and 
L2 shown in Figures 2 and 3 need no longer be maximal. Thus in £' for 
Figure 1 we may need to construct B G S such that Ax c ^ B CM <o, and 
such that the d.r.e. set B — Ax joined with various d.r.e. pieces of £' is or is 
not r.e. There is no counterpart to this in Lachlan's procedure. 

Finally, the refinement theorem for L+ is now more complicated since we 
can no longer always reduce to cases of lower characteristic, but must give a 
different procedure for effectively choosing a finite set of canonical 
realizations as potential counterexamples. 

The next step in this program is to add further predicates distinguishing the 
r-maximal sets and major subsets. The new theorems proved (such as those 
on small or r-maximal major subsets) will be those required for the next 
canonical realizations and will not merely be random facts. 

In summary, the major recent results on $ emphasize that further progress 
on automorphisms or decidability of & * will depend upon a deep knowledge 
of when a certain finite union of d.r.e. sets is r.e., i.e. when an element of ($,* 
is in & *. The definitions of ^-simplicity and smallness and their associated 
results are steps in this direction. The refinement theorems give methods for 
arranging that such a union is or is not r.e. 

CHAPTER III. THE STRUCTURE OF THE R.E. DEGREES 

11. Basic facts. The study of the structural properties of degrees was begun 
by Kleene and Post [KlPo]. The r.e. degrees R have a smallest member and 
every pair a, b E R has a least upper bound, namely dg(A) u dg(5) = dg(A 
© B) where A © B = {2x: x G A) u {2x + 1: x G B). Unfortunately, R 
does not form a lattice because Lachlan [La5, p. 569] showed that there exist 
a, b G R such that a and b have no greatest lower bound. (Indeed by 
Lachlan's proof the original Friedberg-Muchnik degrees have this property 
[Sol].) Thus, the structure (R, <, U ) forms an upper semi-lattice with least 
element 0 = dg(<f>) and greatest element 0' = dg(K). 

Little is known about the automorphisms or decidability questions for R, 
and its structure theorems are less coherent than those for &. Thus, we have 
organized this chapter around methods of proof, and we shall stress certain 
broad themes and programs as they arise. 

12. Hie finite injury priority method. In the priority method an r.e. set A is 
constructed by stages to meet certain requirements {Rn}n<0)- If n < m, 
requirement R„ is given priority over Rm and action taken for Rm at some 
stage s may be undone at a later stage t > s for the sake of Rn, thereby 
injuring Rm at stage t. The finite injury priority method invented by Friedberg 
and Muchnik is characterized by the fact that each requirement is injured at 
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most finitely often. Let $e(A) = B denote the eth algorithm given A as 
"oracle" computes B. Now B < T A iff <&e04) = B for some e. Let 9etg(A; x) 
denote the result if any after performing s steps in the eth algorithm with 
oracle A and input x. We identify sets with their characteristic functions and 
let A [z] be the characteristic function of A restricted to arguments < z. If 
&efS(A, x) is defined then there exist z and y such that &e9S(A[z]; x) = y, and 
if B[z] = A[z] then $€tS(B; x) = y also. (Thus, $ e is an effectively continuous 
functional from the Cantor space 2W to itself.) 

THEOREM 12.1 (FRIEDBERG-MUCHNIK). There exist r.e. sets A and B such 
that A <TB and B <TA. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. It suffices to meet for all e the requirements, 

R2e:$e(A)^B and i ? ^ , : $e(5) * A. 

To meet R2e the strategy is to choose a "witness" x £ Bs9 and wait until 
*«,*(^j[zl x) = y is defined for some s, z, and jr. Then enumerate x in B just 
if ƒ = 0, define the restraint function r(2e, s + 1) = z, and attempt to 
"restrain" all elements v < r(2e, 5 + 1 ) from entering 4̂ (so that ®e(A9 x) ^ 
B(x)). If some © < r(2e, s + 1) later enters v4 (thereby probably destroying 
the computation above), then R2e is injured and the strategy for R2e begins all 
over on a new witness. Since Re is injured only by the action of RJ9j < e, Re 

is injured at most finitely often and is eventually satisfied forever, and 
lim, r(e, s) < oo. • 

Friedberg and Muchnik also showed [Frl] that for any a E R+ there exists 
b E R+ , b < a. Hence, there are infinitely many r.e. degrees. Using the same 
method Sacks proved [Sa7] that there is an r.e. sequence of r.e. sets {An}nG„ 
recursively independent in the sense that An & T {<X, m): x E Am and m ¥* 
n). 

COROLLARY 12.2 (SACKS). Any countable partially ordered set can be embed
ded in R (as a poset). 

Stronger embeddings of lattices into R (preserving least and greatest 
elements and u and n where possible) will be considered later. Sacks later 
extended this method to prove his splitting theorem (Theorem 6.3) which 
implies 

COROLLARY 12.3 (SACKS). Every nonzero r.e. degree is the join of a pair of 
incomparable low r.e. degrees. 

Sacks' method has been extremely useful. For a simple illustration of this 
method see [So4, Theorem 1.1], where it is used to prove that for every 
nonrecursive r.e. set C there is a simple r.e. set A such that C 4 T A. (To 
satisfy a requirement of the form ®e(A) =£ C, Sacks ingeniously preserves 
agreement between $e9S(As; x) and Cs(x) rather than disagreement as in the 
Friedberg-Muchnik theorem, and this preservation guarantees that if $e(A) 
= C then C is recursive, contrary to hypothesis.) 

13. The infinite injury priority method. A much more powerful method 
(where a requirement may be injured infinitely often) was discovered by 
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Shoenfield [SI3] and independently by Sacks [Sa3] who developed it and 
applied it to degrees [Sa4], [Sa5], [Sa7], as did Yates [Y4], [Y6]. A detailed 
exposition of this method can be found in [So4] or [Lal4]. Perhaps the easiest 
example of this method is the Thickness Lemma. For A C w, and x E co 
define the "column" A{x) = {<JC,y): (x9y)EA). A subset A C B is a thick 
subset of B if A(x) = * B{x) for all x, and B is piecewise recursive if B(x) is 
recursive for each x. 

Shoenfield first proved [Sf3] a weaker version of the following lemma (with 
C = r K) in order to study representability of recursive sets and functions in 
theories. To replace A' by a nonrecursive r.e. set C we need to add the above 
Sacks strategy of preserving agreement. 

THEOREM 13.1 (THICKNESS LEMMA-SHOENFIELD). Given a nonrecursive r.e. 
set C and a piecewise recursive set B there is an r.e. thick subset A of B such 
that C <TA. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. One must meet the requirements, 

Pe:B™ = *A(e) and N,:C*QJ(A). 

A positive requirement like P0 may infinitely often injure some negative 
requirement Ne by infinitely often forcing v E As+l — As for some v < 
r(e, s)9 where r(e, s) is the maximum of those elements used in computations 
of the form $etS(As, x) for x < l(e, s), where 

l(e, s) = max{*: (Vy < x)[Cs(y) = *JL4l ƒ)]}• 

Quite surprisingly, minor modifications of the construction and proofs of the 
Sacks finite injury case suffice for the infinite injury case as well [So4, §2]. 
For Ne define the injury set 

Ie « [x: (3s)[x E As+l - As and x < r(e, s)]}. 

The reason Ne can still be satisfied even though I€ is no longer finite is that Ie 

is recursive because B is piecewise recursive. Thus, if $e(A) « C we can still 
conclude that C is recursive contrary to hypothesis. • 

The Thickness Lemma and its extensions have numerous consequences for 
r.e. degrees, such as the existence of an incomplete high degree, and the fact 
that 0' is not a minimal upper bound for any infinite simultaneously r.e. 
sequence do < d, < . . . of r.e. degrees (Sacks). (On the other hand Cooper 
[Cp2] has used a different proof to show that some low r.e. degrees are 
minimal upper bounds for such sequences, and Shore has noted that this 
yields an alternate proof that R is not a lattice.) 

Using the infinite injury method Sacks proved two of the most important 
theorems on r.e. degrees [Sa3], [Sa5]. 

THEOREM 13.2 (JUMP THEOREM-SACKS). For any degree d r.e. in 0' such that 
0' < d there exists an r.e. degree a such that a' * d. (Furthermore\ for any 
nonzero degree c < 0' we may choose a 2 c.) 

THEOREM 13.3 (DENSITY THEOREM-SACKS). For any r.e. degrees a < b there 
is an r.e. degree c such that a < c < b. 
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The Jump Theorem implies that for all n, H„cH f l + , and L^cL^+p 
Another corollary [Sa8] or [Rg2, p. 294] is that R ^ Ö n(Ln u Hrt) which was 
first proved by Lachlan [La2] and Martin [Ma4]. The Density Theorem is 
probably the most pleasing property of the r.e. degrees and distinguishes R 
from the non-r.e. degrees where minimal degrees exist. 

Yates [Y4], [Y6], and later Kallibekov [Ka] used the method to classify 
index sets such as {e: We =T A) for some r.e. set A, and to give an alternate 
proof of the Density Theorem. Numerous other results using this method 
were proved by Sacks [Sa7] and Robinson [Ro6] and [Ro7], some of which 
may be found in [So4]. For example, 

THEOREM 13.4 (JUMP INTERPOLATION THEOREM-ROBINSON). Given r.e. 
degrees d < c and a degree b r.e. in c such that d' < b, then there exists an r.e. 
degree a such that d < a < c and a' = b. 

This implies both the Jump Theorem and Density Theorem and its proof 
combines the strategies for proving each. 

14. Hie minimal pair method and lattice embeddings in R. Consider the 
language L(<) for describing posets which has a binary symbol < and 
whose atomic formulas are of the form x < y or x =* y. Let L( <, u ) denote 
the extended language where atomic formulas of the form x\j y =* z are 
added, and similarly L( < , u , 0, 1) where 0 and 1 are interpreted in R as the 
least and greatest elements 0 and 0'. After seeing the Density Theorem 
Shoenfield attempted to describe R algebraically by formulating a conjecture 
[Sf4] which implies that R is a dense structure as a poset analogously as the 
rationals are a dense structure as a linearly ordered set. Shoenfield's conjec
ture implies that if <p(xx,..., xn,y) is a quantifier free formula of 
L ( < , u , 0 , 1) and a t , . . . , a„ E R then there exists b e R such that 
<p(a!,..., a„, b) holds, unless the existence of b would lead to an "inconsis
tency." (For logicians, Shoenfield's conjecture asserts that R is countably 
saturated in L(<9 u , 0 , 1) with respect to quantifier free formulas.) In 
addition to the Density Theorem, consequences of Shoenfield's conjecture for 
Rare: 

If a, b E R are incomparable then they have no ndn 
greatest lower bound in R. ^ ' ' 

Given r.e. degrees 0 < b < a there exists an r.e. (\àr\ 
degree c < a such that a = b u c. \ • / 

Unfortunately both of these consequences are false (Theorem 14.1 and §15) 
but as Shoenfield anticipated [Sf4, p. 363] they have led to the development 
of two important new areas and techniques of proof. We say that a , b 6 ü + 

form a minimal pair if a n b = 0. Minimal pairs were constructed by Lachlan 
[La5] and independently by Yates [Y3]. 

THEOREM 14.1 (MINIMAL PAIR THEOREM-LACHLAN-YATES). There exist 
nonrecursive r.e. degrees a and b such that a n b » 0. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. It suffices to construct r.e. sets A and B satisfying for all 
e the requirements 
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Ne: $e(A) = $e(B) = ƒ => ƒ is a recursive function, and 

Pf: WenA T ^ 0 if We is infinite, 

and similarly Pe
B with B in place of A. As in §12 the positive requirements Pe 

are finitary since each contributes at most one element to A. If We^ n As = 0 
certain elements x E Wes may be appointed as followers of i ^ since their 
later enumeration in A would satisfy P*. 

The strategy for meeting Ne and still allowing followers u of Pf to enter A 
and Ü of P? to enter J5 is the following. First define 

l(e, s) = max{x: (Vy < x)[*„(As;y) = *,, ,(*,;ƒ)]}• 

Now enumerate u in A but restrain from B all elements z < r(e9 s + 1), 
where r(e9 s + 1) is defined to be the maximum element used in a 
computation $es(Bs; x) for some x < l(e9 s). (Enumeration of x in As+l — 
4, may destroy some computation ^ ( - 4 , ; x) and cause /(e, s + 1) < 
/(e, s).) Now wait for a stage t > s such that l(e91) > l(e9 s). If / never exists 
then 0>e(A) ^ ®e(B) so Ne is automatically met and we choose a new 
follower v' > r(e, s) for Pt

B. If / exists then set r(e, i) = 0, allow v to enter P,5 

and at stage / - h i let r(e, t + 1) be the maximum element used in $€tt(An x), 
for any x < l(e, t\ and attempt to restrain all v < r(e, t + 1) from entering 
v4 in order to preserve the ^-computations until l(e, t') > l(e, i) for some 
/' > t. Now for any p < l(e, s), if &etS(As9p) = q then for all / > s, either 
$et(Anp) = q or $et(Bt; p) = q sof(p) = q may be recursively computed. 
D' 

An elegant exposition of this argument using the model of a "pinball 
machine" to give a clear picture of the construction may be found in Lerman 
[Le6]. A follower u of Pf enters the machine like a "ball" and falls down
wards past all "gates" Ge9 e < /, in decreasing order of index. Gate Ge 

corresponds to requirement A ,̂ and Ge releases an element x at stage s to pass 
to Ge_j roughly when x > r(e9 s) as defined above. The crucial point is that 
by the above procedure at most finitely many elements are permanently 
restrained at any gate Ge9 i.e., lim inf5 r(e9 s) < oo. Lachlan [Lal4] gives 
another exposition of this proof and a proof of the density theorem as 
effective analogues of the Baire category theorem in topology. 

We say a E R bounds a minimal pair if there exists a minimal pair b, c such 
that b < a and c < a. 

THEOREM 14.2 (COOPER). Every degree a E Hx bounds a minimal pair. 

(Cooper's proof [Cp6] combines the minimal pair construction with the 
Martin permitting method below a high degree (Theorem 3.6) but the permit
ting is associated with the negative requirements Ne9 rather than the positive 
requirements Pe as in Martin, so Cooper can show that only finitely many 
elements are permanently held at any gate Ge) 

Lachlan [Lal9] has proved that there exist a, b E R+ such that a bounds no 
minimal pair, but every nonrecursive r.e. c < b bounds a minimal pair. The 
exact classification of degrees bounding minimal pairs remains open. 

Returning to the embedding question raised after Corollary 12.2 let us 
consider the language L' = L (< , U, n ,0) . (The formulas of L are as 
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expressive as those of L', but the existential formulas of L' are much more 
powerful. A formula is existential if it is of the form (3yx) • • • 
(3ym)q>(xl9..., xn9yl9..., ym) where <p has no quantifiers.) For posets X 

and Y with least element an L'-embedding ƒ is a 1: 1 mapping from X into Y 
which preserves 0, u , n , and < . A major open question on embeddings has 
been posed by Lachlan, Robinson [Ro6, p. 313], and by Shoenfield [Sf6, p. 
976]. 

CONJECTURE 14.3 (Embedding Conjecturé). Every finite lattice has an L'-
embedding in R. 

The Embedding Conjecture (E.C.) if true would give a decision procedure 
for existential sentences of L' true in R, and would salvage some of the 
algebraic uniformity of R implied by Shoenfield's conjecture. The E.C. has 
been proved by Thomason [111] and independently by Lerman (unpublished) 
for distributive lattices, and by Lachlan [La3] for the two five-element 
nondistributive lattices. The principal method of proof is the minimal pair 
construction. Although greater difficulties arise in the nondistributive case 
these can be reasonably handled with the pinball machine model. 

In attempting to prove E.C. for the general case the major difficulty is 
preserving a meet when it lies above a nondistributive lattice. In particular, if 
one could prove E.C. for the following lattice shown in Figure 4, one could 
probably do the general case. 

FIGURE 4 

Lachlan [La5, Theorem 5] has shown that E.C. is false in the language 

u m L(<, u,n,o, i). 
THEOREM 14.4 (NON-DIAMOND THEOREM-LACHLAN). There are no 

incomparable r.e. degrees a, b such that a U b = 0' and a n b = 0. 

This result is surprising and its proof is entirely new and clever. (Note that 
the Non-Diamond Theorem and Corollary 12.3 imply that R does not satisfy 
the Reduction Principle since if incomparable r.e. degrees a and b satisfy 
a u b = 0', no at < a and bx < b can satisfy a, u bx = 0' and a n b = 0.) 
Lachlan [La5, p. 568] and later Robinson [Ro6, p. 313] then ask for the 
following generalization. 

CONJECTURE 14.5. If a and b are incomparable r.e. degrees satisfying 
a u b = 0' then a and b have no greatest lower bound in R. 
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Positive solution of Conjectures 14.3 and 14.5 would assist in finding a 
decision procedure for certain classes of sentences true of R. In particular, 
they assert that the finite lattices which can be //-embedded into R are those 
such that 1 is not the join of elements other than 1. 

Let M consist of 0 and those degrees which form half of a minimal pair. 
Jockusch has extended Lachlan's Theorem 14.4 by showing that no finite join 
of degrees in M can be 0'. It follows from Corollary 12.3 that there is a low 
degree a E R such that a 4 b U c for any b, c E M. Thus, as Harrington first 
observed, 0' may be replaced by a low r.e. degree in Theorem 14.4. 

By analogy with the simple sets define the simple r.e. degrees S = R — M. 
(We include 0 E M so that M is closed downwards under < , and similarly 
we include 0' E S.) Since the main obstructions to Shoenfield's conjecture in 
Theorems 14.1 and 14.4 arise from nonsimple degrees, Jockusch has 
conjectured that the original Shoenfield conjecture holds for the simple 
degrees together with 0. 

Other results about minimal pairs, simple degrees and nonbranching 
degrees may be found in Yates [Y3] and Lachlan [La5]. (An r.e. degree a is 
branching if there are r.e. degrees b, c both > a and such that a = b n c, and 
a is nonbranching otherwise. The minimal pair theorem asserts that 0 is 
branching, although Lachlan proves [La5] that below every a E R+ there is a 
nonbranching b E R+.) 

15. Cupping and splitting r.e. degrees. A degree a E R has the anticupping 
{ax.) property if there exists a nonrecursive r.e. b < a such that for no r.e. 
c < a does a = b u c. Consequence (14.2) of ShoenfiekTs conjecture asserts 
that no a E R has the a.c. property. Lachlan disproved (14.2) in [La4]. 
Furthermore, every a E R+ has a predecessor b 6 1^ n R+ with the a.c. 
property [LdSs]. Yates, Cooper [Cp7] and Harrington proved that 0' has the 
a.c. property and Harrington proved that all degrees a E H, have it. 

(A new method of proof is required for this result since the restraint 
function r(e, s) for the negative requirements may have the property that 
lim inf, r(e9 s) = oo, unlike the arguments in §13 and §14 where 
lim inf, r(e, s) < oo. The solution is to modify the pinball machine model 
and "spread out" the restraint associated with negative requirement Ne over 
all gates Gi9 i > e (not merely at Ge as before) so it will still be true that only 
finitely many elements are permanently restrained at gate Ge.) 

Using yet another new method of Lachlan [La6] Harrington proved that 
not every a E R+ has the a.c. property, but the exact classification of such 
degrees remains open. Also unclassified is the set of degrees C consisting of 
those a E R which can be "cupped" to 0', namely a U b = 0' f or some r.e. 
b < 0'. (Note that C is exactly dual to M with u and 0' in place of n and 0.) 
Harrington proved that there exists a high r.e. degree a < 0' such that a € C. 
He also proved that C n M ^=0 and C u M = R. 

Returning to splitting theorems, Robinson used the recursion theorem 
[Ro6, Corollary 9] to generalize the Sacks Splitting Theorem, Corollary 12.3 
(which constitutes the case c = 0 below). 

THEOREM 15.1 (ROBINSON). Given r.e. degrees c < a such that c E Lx there 
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exist incomparable r.e. degrees b0, bx such that c < b, < a for i < 2, and 
a = b0 u bx. 

Like Theorem 4.1 this theorem emphasizes the resemblance of low r.e. sets 
and degrees to recursive ones. Lachlan has proved [Lal6] that Theorem 15.1 
fails in general for r.e. degrees c < a. Lachlan's proof is complicated. How
ever, the method is new, ingenious, and very powerful. It has already been 
applied to obtain most of the results above by Harrington on C, M and the 
a.c. property, and it promises further application. 

16. Automorphisms and decidability of R. There are no known nontrivial 
automorphisms of the poset (R, <), and the methods of §9 for generating 
automorphisms of & apparently do not apply to R. Thus, attention has 
turned to automorphism bases in the sense of §9. Lerman [Le7] has shown 
that for any degree d > 0' and r.e. in 0', the class Bd = {a: a E R and a' = d} 
forms an automorphism basis for R. In particular, each class of the form L„, 
H„, Lrt+1 — L„, or Hr t+1 — Hn f or n > 1 forms an automorphism basis. In 
addition there are other automorphism bases. If enough such bases are found 
it may be possible to prove that there are no nontrivial automorphisms. 

Very little is known about the decidability of the elementary theory of R. 
Lachlan proved undecidability of the elementary theory of degrees by 
showing that every finite distributive lattice can be embedded as an initial 
segment of the degrees. This method fails for R by the DensityJTheorem. 

Recently Shore has produced a decidable subclass of the V3-sentences of 
L (< ,0 , 1) true in R. He has decided all sentences S of the form 
(Vx)(3y)[D (x) => P(x,y)] where D(x) is an atomic diagram for the x's and 
P(x9y) is a complete atomic diagram for the JC'S and^'s. (The difference 
between Shore's result for R and Lachlan's for S * is that Lachlan allows 
P(x,y) to be a finite disjunction \/{Qi(x,y):j< k) of complete diagrams 
ô f ô J0> a n d hence Shore does not decide all V3-sentences.) 

Shore accomplishes this by using minimal pair type results of §14 (specifi
cally embeddings of finite distributive lattices) to construct the equivalent of 
Lachlan's canonical realizations of §10 to provide necessary conditions for S 
to be true. He then uses an infinite injury type argument as in §13 to produce 
the equivalent of Lachlan's refinement theorem. 

Future results on r.e. degrees should be aimed at extending this procedure, 
first for disjunctions of complete diagrams (and hence for all V3-sentences of 
L (< , 0, 1) true in R), and then for V-3-sentences in stronger languages such 
as L (< , u , fl, 0, 1). Positive solution of the conjectures in §14 should be 
very helpful in both, particularly the former. 

ADDED JULY 10, 1978. Conjecture 14.4 has been refuted by Shoenfield and 
Soare and independently by Lachlan. Indeed Lachlan has shown that for any 
nonzero r.e. degree a there are incomparable r.e. degrees b0, bx having an 
infimum such that a = b0 U b^ 
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